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The modern organizations are equipping themselves with modern current regime of online application infrastructures through cloud, fog, and edge computing. In the presence of several opportunities, the selection criterion for such Internet-based services becomes vital, especially, when there is no supporting information available. Existing recommender systems provide services by evaluating the quality of service parameters, k-mean
clustering, and fuzzy logic techniques on customer’s feedback. However, these schemes typically rely on customers’ feedback and do not provide any information on the interrelationship between the services. Feedback
may be self-generated or biased and leading to improper recommendation to service seekers. To resolve the issue, we propose an innovative service association factor method that calculates the value of interrelationships
among services appearing together as a package. This technique is implemented based on an intelligent agent
that evaluates the values of the associations on standards and quality attributes. It enables the users to select
the best services on their preferences. The proposed agent works on fog environment near to the customers.
The technique is tested on leading cloud vendors. The results show that the system meets the desires of service
seekers in all service models in an efficient manner.
KEYWORDS: Internet Services, Service Selection, Service Association Factor, Fog Agent.

1. Introduction
In the modern era, online Internet-based service follows different models of Cloud computing (CC), Fog
computing (FC), and the Edge computing (EC). CC is

on-demand, scalable remote access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources/services and adopts
utility type charging system [6, 14]. The objective is
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to offer a fast-growing rental computing platform and
how consumers, proprietors, service providers, and
governments store, process and utilizes their information and computation powers [12, 15]. Better security,
versatility, robustness, fault tolerance are additional
benefits through web-based applications [18].
CC grows in the business sector and is getting popularity due to its fundamental characteristics, for
instance, remoteness, utility-oriented charging, and
security [11]. According to the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), the three service
models of CC are: a) software as a service (SaaS) is a
pool of built-in applications, b) platform as service
(PaaS) allows facilities for the development of new
applications, and c) infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
is the utilization of virtual resources for their applications. Various cloud service providers (CSPs) are
offering different kinds of services in the market. For
instance, Google provides storage services (Google
Drive), software applications (Play Store Apps), and
platforms (Google Apps Engine) [6]. Similarly, Microsoft provides Azure, Intune, Cloud Platform; Amazon deals with EC2, AWS, and many others which are
listed-in [30]. The other prominent vendors are flexiscale.com, salesforce.com Rackspace, and RightScale.
However, CC is not processing large data efficiently at
the edge of the network.
Recently, Fog computing (FC) environment keeps
data and computation close to the end users at the
edge of network. FC enhances the elasticity of resources, identification of location awareness to track
end user to facilitate mobility. FC also reduces data
load on edge, allows shorter latency time, quick response, and maximum throughput in Smart applications like home, vehicle, and Smart grid. The selection
of the virtual technologies, managing networks and
security are some of the limitations [7, 27].
Similarly, the Edge Computing (EC) is a distributed
computing paradigm that provides processing at the
edge of the network [5], based on two approaches: a)
push from cloud services that makes computation
power on the Internet of Things (IoT) devices to diminish response time and efficient processing power;
b) pull from IoT which reduces vast data transmissions
over a substantial bandwidth networks to the conventional clouds [20]. The applications and advantages of
EC can be seen in cloudlet & clonecloud [5].
These technologies allow the power of processing,
information stockpiling, infrastructure’s modeling,
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platforms, and assets services on pay-per-use philosophy. Services are provided at central as well as
at remote ends close to users’ devices. Their rapid
growth gives rise to a decision making in service selection for its customers [9]. Multiple cloud service
providers (CSPs) improve the efficiency for offering services through the Internet [26]. For instance,
Google’s drive, Microsoft’s sky drive, and Amazon’s
simple storage service are the same storage service.
AWS, IBM, and Microsoft offer the same Speech Recognition and different language analysis conversation
services. HP, Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Salesforce,
and IBM offer the same online education and learning
services. Giving this scenario, it is difficult to make a
best decision service [3, 6, 18]. The existing platforms
use a feedback from respective users in the form of
company value [14], applying k-mean clustering on
the feedback input by fixing the number of clusters
[30], filtration of company value with quality of attributes on user-based constraints [3], and KNN-Fuzzy
classification technique [8].
In the case of feedback, the broker or service provider may generate fake information or have biased data
[21-25]. Any computation made on this information
may not be actual results and therefore, may not present the real face of ranking and evaluation assessment of the services. The information provided to the
end user should be of real nature representing actual
rankings and assessments.
Quality of service (QoS) is the second issue for making
comparisons and evaluation for recommending the
best service. The approaches mentioned in [3, 6] defined fixed parameters that led to the discomfort of the
users. The list of QoS parameters should be of dynamic
nature and should be used independently of selecting
these parameters. Similarly, the ranking should be on
independent assessments mechanisms. In this regard,
the interrelationships between the services (used by
the end-users) would play a valuable asset.
To solve above-mentioned issues, we identify the interrelationship between the package services in the
form of Service Association Factor (SAF) and filters
out on a dynamically defined list of QoS parameters
like cost, performance, time and fault tolerance, for
producing efficient and accurate results.
Secondly, in the presence of several available services
that provide runtime results on users query over large
calculations, the proposed technique is developed as
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an agent. The intelligent system works away from the
cloud’s services on a Fog structure.

data centers. These metrics are useful for a recommendation, but lack of post-evaluation features.

The objective is to provide the best CSP and their services through an agent, close to end-user so that they
can find effective services as per their desires and of
the best quality. The system also maintains previous
results generated by other seekers and provides better information to the new entrants as well.

Performance factor is an agent-based cloud service
selection approach which recommends services on
user’s feedback on different quality attributes [18].
The constant company value is useful to compare the
feedback results. The value should not be imposing
from the vendor’s perspective. A similar approach
where historical data [4] are utilized over text-based
analysis and applied collaborating filtering on user’s
interactions. The primary focus is on ID’s of users and
their operational data, but it lacks proper assessment
of quality attributes. The algorithm defined in [28,
29] works on QoS constraints with response time,
cost-effectiveness. The problem is modeled by a combinatorial approach as the Multi-choice knapsack
problem. Secondly, the issue is resolved with a directed acyclic graph (DAG). This algorithm produces an
oversight in the user’s interaction. K-mean clustering
approach is applied on user’s feedback and categorized them into fixed clusters [30]. These predefined
clusters are based on the quality parameters that represent the performance. Fixation may lead to biases in
the ranking of services. The broker system generates
CSP-Index using the properties and focus remains on
company provide properties and their services [24].

We have validated our proposed methodology on Amazon, Google, and Microsoft. Our principal motivation
is to support seekers, to find the best service providers
as a desirable solution integrating all positives aspects.
Section 2 explores the existing approaches, advantages, challenges and limitations within the service selection. Selection 3 describes the concept of fog agent
and Section 4 presents our novel approach named
Service Association Factor (SAF). Section 5 explains
the structure of Fog Agent for service selection and in
Section 6, process is elaborated with an example. Section 7 discusses the obtained results. Section 8 concludes and presents the future research work.

2. Related Work
Online resources provide rich information about services, but a typical user can be unable to find precise
information on urgent basis [22]. Many recommended systems are categorized in [30], based on users’
requirements and expectations, employed for certain
scenarios where more than one option exists. Business intelligence (E-business applications) becomes
crucial to know the end user requirements. Due to the
dynamicity and impulsive form of the business applications and the data load on the internet, the provision of quality is a significant challenge [28, 29].
SMICloud [6] provides a framework and a mechanism
to index the cloud providers on customer’s needs and
ranks services based on quality parameters. SMICloud identifies service measurement indexes which
are essential for cloud evaluation. Customers use
them to compare services on their desired quality requirements. However, these parameters and services
are not dependent on each other.
Simulation Program for Elastic Cloud Infrastructures (SPECI) [23] allows previous information component scaling and parameters of performance for

Similarly, Trust Evaluation Metric is a fuzzy logic
based approach for the trust degree evaluation of CSP’s
trustworthiness [1]. In this approach, relationship
among the services is missing and the degree of trust
may vary from user to user. The QoS history technique
ranks the services in time slots on user criteria which
might lead to worst ranking if user selects incorrect
time slots [9]. Inter-trust relationship model permits
the vendor to borrow further resources from external
service providers using cloud federation framework
and serves the client as a single point of resources [26].
Several, already proposed algorithms are unable to
find a proper service selection on user requirements
using associations hidden in the services utilization.

3. Fog Computing Agent
An intelligent agent allows people to delegate their
work to it, doing repetitive tasks, for instance, solves
problems, computes composite data, permits learning,
and enables decision making. The principal character-
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Figure 1
Service Selection through Fog Agent
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The effective
selection
to analyze
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e.g., Google,
Amazonrequires
or Microsoft;
and b) brodifferent
parameters
associated
with
and serker/agent-based which provides a mixinternal
of vendor’s
external service structure. There are two types of
vices. Let’s take package P= {P1, P2… Pp} where each Pi
CSPs: a) vendor based, e.g., Google, Amazon or
has services S= {S1, S2 … Sm}. The cloud client is a user
Microsoft; and b) broker/agent-based which
provides a mix of vendor’s services. Let’s take
package P= {P1, P2… Pp} where each Pi has
services S= {S1, S2 … Sm}. The cloud client is a user
(U) who makes requests for acquiring services:
U= {U1, U2 … Ux}. So association A for Sk is
calculated in Equation (2):
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(U) who makes requests for acquiring services: U=
{U1, U2 … Ux}. So association A for Sk is calculated in
Equation (2):
n

A(nS k ) = ∑A( S k , Si ) ,
A( S k ) = ∑A( S k ,i =S1i ) ,

(2)
(2)

i =1

where Si ϵ Pi and n is total number of packages

where
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effectiveness,
support,
response
time,
robustness, fault-tolerance, security, down time
etc. User selects its quality parameter from a list
provided. Let’s say, there are Q={Q1, Q2…Qn}
quality parameters and user desired parameters
are Qu={Q1, Q2…Qu} and Qu⊆Q. Each service of LR
is evaluated on each parameter Qu and final
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parameter from a list provided. Let’s say, there are Service. The QoS parameters are gathered into QoS_
Q={Q1, Q2…Qn} quality parameters and user desired Array which has two types of values associated with
parameters
are Qufunction
={Q1, Q2…Q
{Binary, Range}.
The first type contains {Yes, No} and
u} and Qu⊆Q. Each ser[, Parameter_Value
{Yes|No,
prepared by using
a filteration
defined
vice
of
L
is
evaluated
on
each
parameter
Q
and
final
the
second
contains
a range [Min_value ... Max_valR
u
Min_value|Max_value})
in Equation (5):
recommendation list of best services LQ is prepared ue], as we can see below:
This technique
allows learning the past behavior
by using a filteration function defined in Equation
(5):
of user which package(s) or service(s) it has used.
QoS_Array

When a new user wants to use this system, with
([Parameter_Name
(5) of SAF,
the help
it finds the best available services
in the market. The user[, starts
with one service,
Parameter_Type
{Binary/Range}
where Quality_Filter is the quality filtration layer
recommends
those
say layer
S1, and after the system
where
Quality_Filter
is
the
quality
filtration
[, Parameter_Value {Yes|No,
function, i is total number of services in LR to be
services
which have SAF values with S1, in
function,
i
is
total
number
of
services
in
L
to
be
evalR
Min_value|Max_value})
evaluated and j is the total number of quality
ascending order. So, one can opt the best service.
uated and
j isuser.
the total number of quality parameters
parameters selected
by the

LQ = ∀i ∀
(5)) ,,
i, Qj) , , Q
L j =Quality_Filter(L
∀ ∀ Quality_Filter(L
Q

i

j

i

j

(5)

This technique allows learning the past behavior of user

selected by the user.

The Quality_Filter filters out all those services
Thefulfilling
Quality_Filter
all those services which which package(s) or service(s) it has used. When a new
which are not
the filters
user’s out
quality
5. The Structure of Fog Agent
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the
user’s quality standards and pro- user wants to use this system, with the help of SAF, it
standards andare
provides
the best
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The Fog layer
of the
computing
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the facility tostarts
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withour
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S1, andThe
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desires. It is defined
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triplet:
recommendation
is done order.
on theSo,Fog
in ascending
oneagent
can optthat
the best service.
is defined by the following triplet:
serves as a web service. It communicates with all
CSPs and maintains their respective information
( Pk , S k , Ak ),,
(6)
in its (6)
repository for providing effective services
on demand. 5. The Structure of Fog Agent
Pk is
package
‘k’ to be recommended having
where Pk is awhere
package
‘k’a to
be recommended
The user interacts with the system through its
services
S
along-with
association
to all The Fog layer of computing services provides the faassociation factorfactor Ak w.r.t
having services Sk along-with
k
interface and submits CRP form. Services
cility to develop our proposed system. The process of
other
services.
Ak w.r.t to all other services.
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Hence,
of SAF
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could service
constraints
definedevaluation,
in CRPassessment,
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Hence, a repository
of aallrepository
services with
could with SAF
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done
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Fog
agent
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out finest
services
and
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In the second step, SAF is produced as a web service.
lead to findinglead
out to
finest
services
of one's
choiceof one’s choice
It communicates
with
CSPs
for all respective
services which
areall
going
to and
be maintains their
of best
quality indeed.
and of best quality
indeed.
respective
information
inthe
itssystem
repository for providing
recommended.
The
components
of
The userregarding
information
regarding its requirements is in
The user information
its requirements
effectiveService
services
on demand.
are User Interface,
Selector,
Association
the
prescribed
form.
is in the prescribed form.
Generator, Quality
Filter
and
Service
Recommender,
The user interacts with the system through its interCustomer Request
Performa
(CRP) Performa (CRP) defined as follow:
Customer
Request
face and submits CRP form. Services available in the

repository are evaluated on said constraints defined in
5.1evaluaUser Interface
The prescribeThe
form
includes
assessment
and
prescribe
form
includes assessment
and
CRP and filtered accordingly. In the second step, SAF
evaluation of tion
the ofexisting
information
in
the
the existing information in the repository.
The
The communication
with the system is through
is produced for all respective services which are going
repository. The
user
requires
some
services
with
user requires some services with different quality
pathe interface
of the Fog agent. This module
different quality parameters. Therefore, a CRP is
rameters. Therefore, a CRP is developed to seek infor- to be recommended. The components of the system are
developed to seek information in a proper
2 Interface, Service Selector, Association Generator,
mation in a proper format. The syntax of CRP is: FigureUser
format. The syntax of CRP is:
Customer’s
interaction
onService
CRP Recommender (see Figure 3).
Quality
Filter and
(Customer_Name
(Customer_Name
[, Service_Type {Cloud_Service
| Fog_Service
|
[, Service_Type
{Cloud_Service
| Fog_Service |
Edge_Service}]
				Edge_Service}]
[, QoS_Array])
[, QoS_Array])

Where Customer_Name is the end user who is
Where Customer_Name is the end user who is rerequesting the online services. The Service_Type
questing
the online services.
The Service_Type is the
is the type of service
as Cloud_Service,
Fog_Service
type
of
service
as
Cloud_Service,
Fog_Service or Edge_
or Edge_Service. The QoS parameters are
gathered into QoS_Array which has two types of
values associated with {Binary, Range}. The first
type contains {Yes, No} and the second contains
a range [Min_value ... Max_value], as we can see
below:
QoS_Array
([Parameter_Name

5.1. User Interface
The communication with the system is through the
interface of the Fog agent. This module provides CRP
to its users for collecting requirement. This component also allows registration to CSPs and services
regarding their functionalities and adopted mechanism. The final recommended services are also provided through this interface as shown in Figure 2.

provides CRP to
requirement. This

its users for collecting
component also allows
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CSPs from the repository which are fulfilling the requirements. The association generator component
gets the recommended information.

Figure 2
Customer’s interaction on CRP

5.3. Association Generator
The most important part of the agent that identifies the
value of interrelationship in the form of SAF between
the services available in the repository is association
generator. In the second step, it placed SAF values in
ascending order so that most appropriate service is
recommended first, having max SAF value. The higher
SAF’s services are sent to the next unit of the quality filter where further evaluation will be processed.

5.4. Quality Filter
5.2. Service Selector
This component is responsible for finding the services
matched with user criterion. It receives requirements
from user interface module and discovers services/

The service evaluation of quality parameters is the
task of the Quality filter defined in QoS_Array of CRP
at the time of submission. QoS_Array filters every service marked by the Association Generator and qualified services are sent to next unit of service recommender as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3
Process of service selection using SAF
Filled by User

User Interface
Request sent to

Seeks / gets services

CRP

Recommend Services

Service
Selector

Get Services’ info

Update SaF values

Requires Associations

Association
Generator

Repository
Cloud Service Seeker
Get QoS Parameters

Service
Recommender
Filtered Services

Quality Filter

Selected Services with max SaF
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5.5. Service Recommender
The system holds the repository of usage history in user’s/
vendor’s perspective, named Cloud Package’s Repository.
On the request made by the user, SAF calculates, stores,
and submits all related services for the recommendation.
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Table 1
Services’ Description in Packages
Service

Description

Packages

S1

Google search

P1, P4

S2

Windows Azure

P1, P3, P5

6. A SAF Calculation Example

S3

Gmail

P1, P2, P3, P4

Google, Microsoft & Amazon are the three well known
CSPs offering different services. There are five packages, used by the seekers and the information is available in the Fog’s repository as shown in Table 1.

S4

Google Drive

P1

S5

Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud P1, P2, P3, P4, P5

S7

Amazon Cloud Search

P2

S8

Amazon Simple Storage
Service

P2, P3, P4, P5

S9

Amazon SES

P5

S10

Bing

P3

S13

Chrome OS

P4

S15

Send Grid Email Service

P5

Giving Pi package, all mutual occurrences of Si w.r.t
other Sj are added into the cell (Si, Sj) according to
Equation. (4) (See Table 2). This process is repeated
for all ‘i’ from 1 to the maximum number of services in
the repository. For instance, the association between
S5 and S8 is counted as 4 and represented in the cell
(5, 7), and similarly, S3 and S5 is also 4 in the cell (3, 5)
where Cell (x, y) represents as:
x = row number and y = column number
Table 2
Determination of Service Association Factors among services
Services

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S7

S8

S9

S10

S13

S15

S1

-

1

2

1

2

0

1

0

0

1

1

S2

1

-

2

1

3

0

2

1

1

1

0

S3

2

2

-

1

4

1

3

1

1

1

1

S4

1

1

1

-

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

S5

2

3

4

1

-

1

4

2

1

2

1

S7

0

0

1

0

1

-

1

1

0

0

0

S8

1

2

3

0

4

1

-

2

1

2

1

S9

0

1

1

0

2

1

2

-

0

1

0

S10

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

-

0

0

S13

1

1

1

0

2

0

2

1

0

-

1

S15

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

-
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7. A Comparison and Performance
Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the strength of our proposed SAF approach with others, based on feedback,
service scores, and rankings. Table 3 shows the key
evaluation parameters which are necessary to assess
the service selection policies available. Zain et al. [30],
Saurabh et al. [6], and Abid et al. [13] are using feedback datasets which may have biasness and does not
generate accurate results. Similarly, Sahar et al. [19]
and Abid et al. [13] have used specific QoS parameters
for their evaluation and missing other parameters.
Arezoo et al. [10], Saurabh et al. [6], Parhi et al. [17],
and Sahar et al. [19] provide selection for one type of

services only. Zain et al. [30], Abid et al. [13], and Ibrahim et al. [2], all are providing selection for all types of
services but have different limitations as mentioned
in Table 3. Therefore, in view of the evaluation assessment, we infer that the proposed technique is more
efficient and reliable in terms of feedback biasness,
fixation of parameters and types of services. SAF is
independent of these issues and represents real face
of rankings.
From example, as mentioned in previous section, it is
derived that the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud ser-

Table 3
A comparison of approaches on the basis of evaluation parameters
Approaches
/ Evaluation
Parameters

Users’
Criteria

QoS Parameters’
Evaluation

Data Set for
Evaluation

Technology

Evaluation
Scope

Constraints

Zain et al. [30]

Tabular
Form

Fixed

Feedback

Clustering

SaaS, PaaS,
IaaS

Fix Number of
Clusters

Arezoo et al. [10]

Tabular
Form

SMI-Attributes

Feedback

Multi-Agent
System

SaaS

User given scores

Saurabh et al. [6] Yes

Fixed

Feedback in
Vectors

AHP

IaaS

Missing interrelationships

Parhi et al. [17]

Formal

Dynamic

Semantic
ontology

Inference Rules

IaaS

Not cover all types
of services

Sahar et al. [19]

Tabular
Form

Performance
base
parameters

Relative Service
Ranking Vector
Service Ranks
SaaS
& SMICloud
Toolkit

Not cover other
important QoS
parameters

Abid et al. [13]

Structured
in GUI

Trust
Parameters

Feedback
& Past
Experience

Ibrahim et al. [2]

Tabular
Form

Fixed

Structured
in the Form
of CRP

Dynamic

SAF

MAS + K-mean
Clustering

SaaS, PaaS,
IaaS

Lack interrelationships
between the
services

Score matrix

MCDM

SaaS, PaaS,
IaaS

Rank depends on
scores and lack of
important quality
parameters

Historical
Data / Service
Utilization

Multi-agents
System

SaaS, PaaS,
IaaS

Independent of
fixed, type defined
values
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vice gets the highest value of SAF (sum of values) and
shows that it is the most liking service with profit of
20 (Figure 4(a)).
Figure 4(a)
Services’ Score using SAF

Further, we tested SAF with two other approaches on
three different CSPs with their services for 20-user
data set as mentioned in Table 4. The results are also
shown in Table 4 as well.
Table 4
Comparison of Approaches for Rankings
Methods

Send Grid Email Service
Chrome OS
Bing
Amazon SES
Amazon Simple…
Amazon Cloud Search
Amazon Elastic…
Google Drive
Gmail
Windows Azure
Google search
0

Amazon

Microsoft

Google

Service Association
Factor (SAF)

3.6

3.6

4.2

Performance Factor
(PF) [18]

0.38

2

4.35

Cloud Recommender
System (CRS) [30]

1

3

2.75

The following conclusions are drawn.
_ _ The techniques in [18] and [30] are dependent on

the user’s feedback while SAF is independent of all
fixed and defined values.

5

10

15

20

In addition, the SAF approach identifies the best package (sum of all SAF values) as described in Figure 4(b)
where package P3 gets the maximum value of SAF and
stands first on user’s desires with profit of 68. Thus, the
ranking of online services, as well as their providers
can also be obtained using SAF.
Figure 4(b)
Packages’ Score using SAF

_ _ Using standard deviation, Amazon is at lower point

as compared to other two vendors as shown in
Figure 4(c).

_ _ Google is best among the rest in all three approaches

with higher ranking value and,

_ _ SAF is the most consistent among all providers with

the least standard deviation. The inconsistency in
other two techniques might be due to the biasness
and self-generated feedback collected by the vendors.

Figure 4(c)
Impact of recommendation approaches on service providers

70

5
4.5
5
4.54
3.5
4
3.53
2.5
3
2.52
1.5
2
1.51
0.5
1
0.50
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66
64
62
60
58
56
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8. Conclusion
Existing techniques for cloud service selection
have certain limitations like feedback biasness and
self-generation, QoS parameters, fixed values, coupled, and single type services. The novel approach of
Fog agent by implementing SAF resolves these issues.
It calculates occurrences of service’s interrelationship in a package, and is independent of fixation type.
The system assesses and evaluates the services on
quality parameters, and criteria demand in CRP. Buyers get best facilities as per their needs. The results

show that the proposed system and technique works
well in said scenarios. The system is helpful for online community/QoS brokers to make effective online
decisions. These decisions are useful to find online
education courses, business applications, medical assistance, hotel reservations etc.
In future, we intend to implement SAF technique on
vendors’ side helping them in redesigning their services group for capturing better market.
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